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Message from the Chief
Sioux Fall Fire Rescue is committed to protecting the
people and property of our community from hazards and
emergencies through education, risk
reduction, and emergency response.

W



Provide professional development for SFFR’s members.



Maximize efficiencies through leveraging technology to
meet expectations.

e are able to meet this mission

Verified Responder Deployment Through PulsePoint—

in 2017 with 208 dedicated and

SFFR was selected to be part of a pilot program to enhance

professional members.

the lifesaving PulsePoint application in our community

The Sioux Falls Fire Rescue team is

by utilizing off-duty professional firefighters, technology,
and defibrillators to enhance survivability during a cardiac

committed to providing fire prevention,

event in both public and private locations. In partnership

safety, emergency management,
training, preparedness, and community
involvement through innovation and
industry best practices. Our goal is to

Chief Brad
Goodroad

ensure the residents and visitors of this community feel

with the Sioux Falls Firefighters Association, PulsePoint and
Philips Healthcare, who supplied each Verified Responder
with an AED, SFFR is part of a cutting edge program that
will enhance further improvements and deployment of

protected and safe when we are called to handle your

technologies for communities.

emergency.

Fully Electronic Automated Inspection Process—Fire

As you read through this annual report, I am confident you

Prevention fully implemented a completely electronic

will see the commitment and ownership of our five divisions
to the Sioux Falls Fire Rescue Core Values which include
Respect, Integrity, Service, and Excellence.
The following are the ten most significant achievements for
2017:

inspection process across all inspection activities through
Energov software. Engine company surveys and business
inspections are electronically completed and the
information gathered is filtered through multiple City
departments, decreasing the need for duplicated efforts.
This fully automates the preparation process leading into

New Strategic Plan—SFFR, through committee work,

the 2018 inspections. All notices for violation follow-up and

created a new 2018–2022 Strategic Plan, with a priority of

citations were automated reducing the processing time

department-wide inclusion. This plan created new mission,

from several months down to a few days.

vision, and value statements for the department to better
align with new leadership and membership input.

Emergency Medical Services Protocols, Medical Skills
and Device Enhancements—Sioux Falls Fire Rescue revised

This plan identified goals and priorities to help focus the

selected protocols and added additional medical skills

department’s actions moving forward including:

and devices to its scope of practice. Along with the Sioux
Falls Police Department and Paramedics Plus Ambulance,



Foster an inclusive culture in all we do.



Enhance community risk reduction.



Promote health and safety.



Sustain emergency response and prepare for

skills and devices included the addition of i-Gel supraglottic

community needs.

airways, Epinephrine auto-Injectors to reverse the symptoms

SFFR implemented Pit Crew CPR (Cardio Pulmonary
Resuscitation) to improve its efficiencies and effectiveness
of CPR during a sudden cardiac arrest. Additional medical

of an allergic reaction and the administration of Naloxone
(Narcan™) to reverse the effects of an opioid overdose.
Implementation of New Fire and EMS Reporting
Software—Through implementation of the Zoll Fire and
EMS record management system software, this allows
SFFR to more accurately document and complete EMS
and fire incident/investigation reports more efficiently. The
implementation will improve the ability to analyze key data
points and build risk analysis across the City.

2017 Fire Annual Report
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physical training, academic learning, skills validation, and
knowledge application on topics including Firefighting, EMS,
USAR, HAZMAT, Wildland, and Child Safety Seat Installation.
The logistics of a successful delivery encompass the Training
Center staff, EMS staff, HR, PD, Peer Wellness Coaches,
specialty instructors, Chief Officers, and several crews and
trucks from shift.
#WeAreSFFR—Successful implementation of increased
awareness, marketing, and branding of Sioux Falls Fire
Rescue through social media and the #WeAreSFFR
hashtag. Delivering to the public numerous safety
messages to improve life safety issues and showcase a
number of services we provide through training, education,
and prevention.
Internal Monthly Newsletter—Continuing with the “We
Are SFFR” theme, the department created an internal
monthly newsletter for SFFR members, families, and retirees.
This highlights the “wins” from each month and informs
members of the great things all SFFR members are doing
that go above and beyond. It is a chance to pull the SFFR
members together once a month and celebrate successes
within the organization such as promotions, new hires,
thank-you notes, events, awards, birthdays, births, and any
other significant events that impact the SFFR family.
Health and Safety Program Improvements—SFFR has
seen several improvements in our Health and Safety
Program. Peer Wellness Coaches are now providing
annual fitness assessments to all of our members, saving
money previously spent on an outside vendor and
creating great ownership in the delivery. The Diversity
and Inclusion Committee is making great strides in
developing relationships with the diverse populations in
our community by providing fire safety information, advice
and encouragement on how to become a Sioux Falls
Firefighter, and answering general questions. The Peer
Support Team is up and running, providing emotional
wellbeing to members on issues such as post incident

Collaborative Efforts with Financial Analyst—2017 brought
continued and improved collaboration between SFFR
and our Financial Analyst from the Finance department.
The Financial Analyst was involved and sought complete
understanding of our operation and financial needs in areas
such as wildland deployments; equipment purchases; grant
funding; software purchase and implementation; third-party
validation studies; personnel costs; and budget preparation
for operations, OCEP, and CIP. Through this collaboration,
solid financial decisions could be made offering greater
efficiency.
Sioux Falls Fire Rescue does not operate alone, but
embraces a collaborative environment with many other
public safety agencies and City departments. Sioux Falls
Fire Rescue appreciates the continued support of the Mayor
and City Council which has allowed us to build on our own
successes. We also thank our many community partnerships
that have allowed us to be involved in several well received

stress and all other stressors triggered by work and life.

programs.

Personal protective equipment policy changes to help

Fire Chief Brad Goodroad, MS, EFO, CFO

reduce the exposure to health risks during and after a fire.
Cadet Academy—SFFR delivered a successful Cadet
Academy graduating seven Cadets to join the SFFR team.
The Cadet Academy consists of an intense 14 weeks of

#WeAreSFFR
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Administration
DESCRIPTION

T

he Administration Division is responsible for a
broad range of services that support, enable, and

partner with all divisions to meet the mission of the
fire department. These include promotional and hiring
processes, accreditation, ISO, department budgeting,
purchasing, facilities maintenance, fleet apparatus and
their maintenance, grants, contracts, and agreement
oversight.

ADMINISTRATION
With 208 positions within Sioux Falls Fire Rescue,
Administration was busy working with support services such
as Human Resources to ensure the hiring and promotions
of qualified individuals in order to meet the demands of a
growing community.

for Fire apparatus repair as well as response, many trucks
and other equipment pass through that location, and with
that activity comes the need for parking lot attention, so
in 2017 new concrete was put in place. The fuel system at
Station 7, one of only two co-located at fire facilities, was
aging, and a decision had to be made on replace or remove,
and with the assistance and working with support services
departments, such as Fleet, it was decided that fiscally it
was appropriate to remove. Other alternative fueling sites
to meet emergency fueling needs were identified for that
removal, which include utilizing Fleet fueling sites and the
remaining SFFR Station 3 fueling site.
Teamwork is the key to success, and the department
continued to work collaboratively with all City departments
and support services. The 2017 budget year was a challenge
for all departments in the City, and Fire was no exception.

Keeping all 11 stations functioning, updated, and running

With lower-than-expected revenues for the City, SFFR,

smoothly requires planning and budgeting. The Fire

working with our Finance department, operated under a

Headquarters, in the Station 3 location, finished the tuck

2017 budget lower than planned for during the 2017 budget

pointing that was started in 2016 to ensure the life, usability,

preparation. To meet this, the department prioritized and

and look of the facility.

ensured that primary services and programs that impact the

Fire StationTeamwork
7 on Bensonis
Road,
the northand
part the
of
the covering
key to success,

life and safety of its community and members were met.

as a sprinkler system to help ensure the safety and health

working toward improvement and best practices. Meeting

needs of its firefighters and Emergency Vehicle Technicians

annual compliance reports is part of the administrative

department continued to work collaboratively with all City
the community was built in the 1970s and houses not only a
Sioux Falls Fire Rescue is one of only 60 agencies that have
departments and support services. The 2017 budget year was a challenge for all departments in the City
fire station but a fire maintenance shop used in repairing all
both an ISO 1 designation and Accreditation through the
Teamwork
is was
the key
toexception.
success, and
the department
continued to work
collaboratively
with all
City working with our
and Fire
noand
With
lower-than-expected
revenues
for the City,
SFFR,
the department’s
apparatus
other equipment
necessary
Center for Public Safety Excellence. Both achievements
departments and support services. The 2017 budget year was a challenge for all departments in the City,
operated
lowerand
than
planned
for during
the 2017
budget
to meet theFinance
mission. department,
This fire facility and
parkingunder
lot wasa 2017 budget
work together
require
continuous
evaluation
and selfand Fire was no exception. With lower-than-expected revenues for the City, SFFR, working with our
in need of updating
and remodeling;
a physical
training
assessment
to ensure
thethat
City’sprimary
Fire Rescue
servicesand
meet
preparation.
To meet this,
the department
prioritized
and
ensured
services
programs
Finance department, operated under a 2017 budget lower than planned for during the 2017 budget
room was added along with other necessary work, such
theand
highest
standards
andmet.
require Fire to be continually
that impact
the life
safety of its
community
members
were
preparation.
To meet
this,and
the department
prioritized
and ensured
that primary
services and programs
that impact the life and safety of its community and members were met.

working out of that location. With the use of that location

2017
2017 Expenditures
Program
Expenditures
Program
Operations*
$ 20,942,755
Operations*
$ 20,942,755
Apparatus
454,937
Apparatus
454,937
Hazardous
Materials
141,939
Hazardous Materials
141,939
Urban
Search
&
Rescue
117,605
Urban Search & Rescue
117,605
Wildland
Firefighting
99,769
Wildland
Firefighting
99,769
Emergency
Medical
Services
255,650
Emergency Medical Services
255,650
Training
& Wellness
1,214,772 1,214,772
Training
& Wellness
Community Programs
141,801
Community Programs
141,801
Fire Prevention
1,869,953
Fire
Prevention
1,869,953
Emergency Operations Center
303,219
Emergency Operations Center682,216 303,219
Facilities
Capital
Improvement Projects
552,369
Facilities
682,216
Capital
Equipment
Capital Improvement Projects498,074 552,369
Total
Fire Rescue
Expenditures $ 27,275,059
Capital
Equipment
498,074
Total Fire Rescue Expenditures $ 27,275,059
*Majority of personnel costs allocated under operations

Operations*
Operations*
Apparatus
Hazardous Materials

Apparatus
Hazardous Materials

Urban Search & Rescue

Urban Search & Rescue

Wildland Firefighting

Wildland Firefighting

Emergency Medical Services Emergency Medical Services
Training & Wellness
Community Programs
Fire Prevention

Training & Wellness
Community Programs
Fire Prevention

Emergency Operations Center
Facilities

Emergency Operations Center

Facilities
Capital Improvement Projects
Capital Equipment

Capital Improvement Projects
Capital Equipment

*Majority of personnel costs allocated under operations
Sioux Falls
Fire Rescue is one of only 60 agencies that have both an ISO 1 designation and Accreditation
through the Center for Public Safety Excellence. Both achievements work together and require
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responsibilities, but the continued evaluation and
compliance requires the entire team’s commitment to
meet the standards set forth through our accreditation
process.
In 2017 we continued to meet accreditation standards,
and we are committed to continuing the self-assessment
into the future. Every five years, a site visit is necessary
to reevaluate and to be eligible for accreditation. The
department is scheduled for this site visit by peer
assessors in 2018. As part of continuing assessments
and improvement, the department and City began
improving and implementing technologies, such as the
implementation of a new Fire Records management

Battalion 3- Command Vehicle
Chevy Silverado 3500HD, 4WD Crew Cab

system. Zoll software was chosen and implemented,
which allows the department to collect both Fire incident
and Emergency Medical Services information. A new
county-wide Computer-Aided Dispatch (CAD) system
was under way as well in 2017, with a go-live date in early
2018. These steps forward will enhance the department’s
and the City’s ability to not only dispatch to emergency
incidents, but to use data and technology to help make
decisions.
Working with the centralized Fleet department, the Fire
apparatus maintenance shop and its staff continued
to provided excellent preventative maintenance and
repairs, to keep all the engines, rescues, ladder trucks,
tenders, command vehicles, and support vehicles in
service 24 hours a day. The 3 personnel, including 2
Emergency Vehicle Technicians (EVTs) also kept front

FIRE ENGINE, ENGINE 20:
• 4WD Freightliner Chassis with Rosenbauer Body
and Crew Module
• 1,250 GPM pump, 500 Gallons Water, 15 Gallons Class
A Foam, 15 Gallons Class B Foam
• Idle Reduction Technology: Battery and Diesel APU

line emergency equipment, saws, and small engines
ready for use on emergency scenes and for day-to-day
operations. The Fire EVTs and staff remain an integral
part of meeting SFFR’s mission.
The office team at Fire Headquarters and Fire Prevention
had another busy year in support of the department
and its members through customer service, payroll,
purchasing, data collection, Quality Assurance, permits,
licensing, and clerical support.
In 2017, in support of the mission, two older reserve units
were refurbished and each given a new chassis, and one
command vehicle was replaced.

Jeff Helm, MBA, Administration Division Chief

FIRE ENGINE, ENGINE 21:
• 4WD Freightliner Chassis with Rosenbauer Body and
Crew Module
• 1,250 GPM pump, 500 Gallons Water, 15 Gallons Class
A Foam, 15 Gallons Class B Foam
• Idle Reduction Technology: Battery and Diesel APU

www.siouxfalls.org/fire
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Operations Division
In 2017 SFFR responded to 12,830 various emergency
situations, lower than 12,932 responses in 2016. (Included
in this total were 79 mutual aid responses in surrounding
communities.) Major fire responses and loss included fires
at 111 East 14th Street ($354,000 property and contents),
2304 South Lake Avenue ($275,000 property and contents),
and 3700 South Bahnson Avenue ($254,668 property and
contents). The City of Sioux Falls had one fatality fire in
2017. The City Of Sioux Falls incurred $4,090,874 of fire loss
in 2017. Fire loss in 2017 was below the national average.
$260,189,085 worth of property and contents were exposed
to fire. This means that Sioux Falls Fire Rescue saved
$256,098,211 of all the property and contents that were
exposed to fire.
As the growth of the city continues, SFFR now provides
services to 183,200 citizens and covers approximately 75
square miles within the city of Sioux Falls. The population
of the city grows by an additional 25 percent during the
daytime as workers commute into the city. The Operations
Division is tasked with emergency response and is
responsible for the management of day-to-day activities of
the 181 personnel assigned.
During 2017, SFFR traveled to 90 percent of all priority 1 or 2
emergencies (lights and sirens) in 4 minutes, 43 seconds.
Our 90 percent turnout time—the amount of time that it
takes a crew to be paged, put on their firefighting gear
and leave the station—was 1 minute, 35 seconds. Keeping
low response times is a key component of maintaining our
status as an internationally accredited fire department and
our ISO rating of 1.
The division is divided into two battalions. They are the
North Battalion and the South Battalion. Other than the
operations division chief, all personnel work a 24-hour
schedule. Emergency response included responding to and
mitigating medical calls, injury accidents, fire notifications
and related incidents, technical rescue, and hazardous
material incidents.
In addition to standard mutual aid agreements, SFFR has
agreements in place with counties for response to Urban
Search and Rescue incidents, weapons of mass destruction
(WMD) incidents, and hazardous materials incidents in the
region. A contract has been signed with the South Dakota
Wildland Division to assist with wildland fires and prescribed
burns in eastern South Dakota.

The Mission of Sioux Falls Fire and Rescue Urban Search
and Rescue (USAR) Team is to provide a professional and
timely response to locate, extricate, and provide treatment
of victims from collapsed buildings, water, or entrapment in
below- or above-grade structures that may arise following
an emergency. To accomplish this mission, the SFFR USAR
will develop and deploy effective and efficient rescue
technologies in a planned and timely response. Members of
the USAR Team will maintain the highest state of readiness
through skill proficiency and resource allocation to provide a
safe and professional response to assist other agencies that
go beyond the capabilities of local resources.
In 2017 Sioux Falls Fire Rescue who were personnel assigned
to SD Task Force 1 trained in Rapid City during the Sturgis
Motorcycle Rally. This training put specialized resources in
the west part of the state in case they were needed. While
deployed to the rally, personnel attended a drill of removing
a patient from the water in an area surrounded by sheer
rock faces.
In addition through the year, SFFR Urban Search and
Rescue teams participated in five rescue specialty drills
in confined-space rescue, rope rescue, structural collapse
rescue, trench rescue, and water rescue. SFFR put on a rope
and confined space rescue class to certify 12 new members.
USAR members attended swift water training courses,
trench rescue in Michigan, the State Urban Rescue (SUSAR)
conference, and structural specialist training in California.
Personnel responded on a mutual aid call for a body
recovery that was located in Palisades Park.
HAZMAT crews trained together throughout the year. The
SFFR HAZMAT members participated in a joint training
exercise with the 82nd Civil Support Team in a narcotics
trafficking emergency drill. HAZMAT personnel also attended
classes in collecting HAZMAT samples, HAZMAT monitor
training, boom deployments on waterways, dealing with
corrosives, highway emergency response, and hazardous
materials technician train the trainer course. Members of the

2017 Fire Annual Report
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SFFR HAZMAT team also provided decontamination training

Sioux Falls Fire Rescue continues to work cooperatively with

to all of the suppression personnel on the department.

the State of South Dakota Wildand Fire to provide support

SFFR completed the annual RT-130 wildland refresher

through training, equipment, and personnel through a SD

training for all fire suppression members of the department
required for annual recertification. The year 2017 was busy
for wildand fires throughout the US. Resource requests for
all types of wildland resources proved to be taxing on the
national system. SFFR was called upon several times to
provide help to wildand fires throughout our region and

Wildfire Cooperator Contract as do other agencies in SD. This
relationship has grown outside of normal resource requests
to include collaboratively working together to plan for
wildfire threats within South Dakota. SFFR continues to work
closely with Rapid City Fire Department in many aspects of
emergency services including wildand fire, USAR, HAZMAT,

beyond in order to help support the vast number of resource

and training.

requests in the national Resource Ordering and Status

SFFR has locations identified as target hazards within Sioux

System (ROSS). The resource requests SFFR crews were able

Falls that we have set up specific response levels for. In

to support in 2017 include the following wildland fires:

addition to these locations, we have designated locations



Deep Creek Fire near Hayden, Colo.



Legion Lake Fire in Custer State Park, SD



Lo Lo Peak Fire near Florence, Mont.



Peakaboo Fire near Craig, Colo.



Wanblee Timber Fire in western SD.

Sioux Falls Fire Rescue, Rapid City Fire Department (RCFD),
and SD Wildfire (SDWF) worked together to train, equip,
and provide a Rapid Extraction Module (REM) for wildland
fires. A REM is a team that is deployed to provide rescue
and treatment of any firefighters who become sick or are
injured during a wildland fire. The terrain of many wildland
fires required specialized training and equipment in order to
access, treat, and remove an ill or injured wildland firefighter
to safety. The joint venture of a REM team development
by SFFR, RCFD, and SDWF proved to be successful and
beneficial to South Dakota and beyond in 2017. The joint
SD REM team allows resources to be shared and redundant
capability available for complex incidents or multiple fires in
a state or region. The SD REM team(s) were requested and
deployed to the following wildland fires in 2017:


Chilson Fire near Hot Springs, SD.



Diamond Creek Fire in northern Wash.



Mount Jolly Fire near Cle Elum, Wash.

that have a high life safety concern, are critical to the
infrastructure of Sioux Falls, or pose a serious threat to the
surrounding area and plotted them on mapping software. In
the event of a major disaster such as a tornado, the incident
commander or our crews will follow a predesignated route
through their territories to rapidly assess the amount of
damage to these sites. Our initial response level is dictated
by the risk assessment of each of these target hazards. For
example, the initial response may vary from 4 apparatus
and a command vehicle (17 personnel) to 6 apparatus, 1
hazardous materials response team, 1 support vehicle and 1
command vehicle (30 personnel). SFFR uses ESRI software to
collect target hazard and pre-incident planning information.
This vital information is available to all members of our
department when responding to one of these locations via
an onboard data terminal.
The Operations division of Sioux Falls Fire Rescue strongly
believes our responsibility to be ready for all emergencies
never ends, and we will continually prepare ourselves to help
our fellow citizens in their time of need.

Jay Titus, Operations Division Chief

www.siouxfalls.org/fire
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Fire Prevention
The mission of the Fire Prevention division is to save lives

of violations letter to the building or business owner and

and protect property in City of Sioux Falls through the

all uncorrected violations ended with citations issued. All

strategies of fire code enforcement, public education,

follow-up inspections that are requested also follow the

investigation, and engineering. The division’s effectiveness

same process. The electronic code enforcement capability

is measured through trend analysis of the incidents and

is already causing a drop in violations across the city and

circumstances of fire causes and analysis of fire behavior

greatly enhances life safety in all inspected buildings and

resulting in dollar loss, injury, or fatalities within Sioux Falls.

businesses.

During 2017, fire prevention made strides in reducing fire

Public Education—Sioux Falls Fire Rescue provides a variety

dollar loss and fatalities. Trends for fire loss continue decline,
and fire incidents have fallen by 10 percent over the last

of fire safety and injury education programs. Working in
conjunction with American Red Cross, Good Samaritan

three years. Sioux Falls Fire Rescue conducted fire safety
training for 10,650 grade school students, fire reviews for over
400 projects, and fire inspections on 7,500 occupancies.
Despite this workload, Fire Prevention Division continues to
seek ways to develop collaborative relationships with other
local charitable and noncharitable organizations to provide
community risk reduction efforts, leverage technology,

Society, Live Well and other public safety organizations,
our community-based risk reduction strategy continues to
thrive. This public/private partnership effort also included
blood pressure checks and emergency preparedness
tips. A new opportunity continued through 2017, with a
collaborative effort with Good Samaritan Society. Volunteers
from Good Samaritan installed combination smoke and

streamline processes, and gain new efficiencies—all in an
effort to provide outstanding fire and life safety services to
the community.

carbon monoxide alarms in homes of elderly citizens during
their founder’s day of service. Sioux Falls Fire Rescue’s
grade school education is conducted through programs

Code Enforcement—Enforcement of adopted fire code is

focusing on kindergarten through fifth grade with program

the responsibility of all Firefighters. Sioux Falls Fire Rescue

content tailored to specific audiences. As a new function,

provides fire and life safety services to the community

Fire Prevention added additional capabilities by providing

through comprehensive code enforcement activities,

online scheduling for grade school fire safety programs.

including operational licensing and recurring inspections.

As the community grows, public education programs are

Year 2017 is the first year the division implemented a fully

continually evaluated for content and effectiveness to

electronic solution for all code enforcement processes. Every

enhance future delivery.

inspection with ongoing fire code violations initiated notice

Fire Prevention
SMOKE ALARM NUMBERS FOR 2017

437
Homes were visited.

756
Alarms installed.

1,512
Batteries installed.

2017 Fire Annual Report

Fire Investigation—Fires occurring within the City of Sioux
Falls are required by state law and adopted fire code to
be investigated for origin and cause. These determinations
are necessary to define whether the fire was incendiary,
accidental, natural, or undetermined. This determination
provides the framework for developing strategies to
minimize future fire occurrence and injuries. When a fire
is determined to be accidental in origin, investigation
results are used to eliminate or reduce future occurrences
through fire code revisions and public education
programs. If a fire is determined incendiary, investigators
work in conjunction with Sioux Falls Police and other
investigative agencies to conduct full investigations with
the goal of prosecuting those responsible.
Engineering—A centerpiece of fire engineering within
Sioux Falls Fire Rescue is conducting plans review
on infrastructure and fire protection features for new
construction and renovations. As the city continues to
annex in undeveloped property, key fire code provisions
of vehicle access and hydrant layout are reviewed for
compliance during the planning process. New structures
are reviewed for required fire protection features
including fire sprinklers, alarms and special extinguishing
systems. Implementing new Land Management software
has proven to be a critical asset, as 2016 was the fourth
consecutive record year in construction valuations.
Implementing new technology continued to be a focus
in 2017; online permitting applications, reviews and
inspections all move toward becoming a digital process.
These enhancements will hopefully bring improved
focus to customer service and streamlined processing
for future projects.

Dean Lanier , Fire Prevention Division Chief/
Fire Marshal

9
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SFFR ORGANIZATION AND RESOURCES

if available. This provides the department with quantifiable
performance indicators for self-assessment and quality improvement.

Sioux Falls Fire Rescue is one of 12 major organizational units
of the City of Sioux Falls. The department is led by the Fire
Chief who reports to the Mayor. The department is divided into five divisions: Administration, Operations, Fire Prevention, Professional
Standards, and Emergency Management. This
report contains sections from each division.

In 2017, Sioux Falls had one death from
fires, keeping the five-year average to 1.0
compared to the national average of 1.61,
and the Midwest region average of 2.47
per 183,200 people.

The department had an operating budget of
$26,235,832 in 2017 used to provide services
in the areas of fire suppression, emergency
medical basic life support, technical rescue,
hazardous materials mitigation, fire prevention, public education, and maintain 11 fire
stations, and 24 response apparatus. The department has 208
personnel assigned to it, with 181 of those working in the
operations division.

FIRE STATISTICS
Sioux Falls Fire Rescue looks at National Fire Protection
Association statistics to measure the department’s performance to either national averages or regional (Midwest) data

Private Dwellings
Apartments
Hotels and Motels
All Other Residential
Total Residential Fires
Public Assembly
Schools and Colleges
Health Care and Prisons
Stores and Offices
Industry and Manufacturing
Storage
Other Structures
Total Nonresidential Fires
Cars, Trucks, and Buses
Planes, Trains, and Special Use
Outside Storage, Crops, Etc.
Grass and Wildland Fires
Rubbish
All Others
Total Nonstructure Fires
Emergency Medical and Rescue
False Alarms
Mutual Aid
Hazardous Materials
Other Hazardous Responses
All Other
Total Nonfire
Total for All Incidents

Sioux Falls had 342 fires and fire loss was
$4,090,874 in 2017. Our five-year average is $3,828,140. According to national
statistics, a city the size of Sioux Falls can
expect to have 494 fires and a fire loss of
$5,547,766 annually.

INSURANCE RATING
The Insurance Services Office (ISO) rating is important because it is the basis for property insurance for most insurance
companies. It has a direct bearing on insurance costs for our
citizens. The rating is based on the fire department, water
delivery system, and emergency communications dispatch
system. SFFR was designated a rating of 1 on November 2015.

2017
65
48
2
3
118
6
3
2
7
5
14
3
40
76
9
16
26
47
10
184
6,746
1,479
79
383
526
3,275
12,488
12,830

2016
57
37
3
2
99
10
1
4
9
6
8
2
40
51
16
16
22
32
6
143
6,821
1,680
44
749
305
3,051
12,650
12,932

2015
64
44
3
1
112
4
3
2
3
2
7
1
22
48
16
22
31
36
7
160
6,793
1,587
31
760
243
2,658
12,072
12,366

2014
57
42
5
0
104
5
1
3
12
2
7
2
32
68
14
23
28
36
11
180
6,227
1,604
50
733
217
2,270
11,101
11,417

2013
67
47
0
2
116
7
0
1
10
3
4
5
30
81
10
20
20
32
16
179
5,809
1,599
39
782
290
2,205
10,724
11,049

2017 Fire Annual Report
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Emergency Management

The mission of Emergency Management is to lessen the



loss of life and reduce injuries and property damage during
natural and man-made incidents through mitigation,
preparedness, response and recovery.
Major Emergency Management efforts for 2017 included:

PREPAREDNESS


Disaster Exercises
o

Community Full-Scale Exercise

o

Regional Emergency Management Tabletop Exercise

o

Civil Disturbance Tabletop

o

Dow Rummel Tabletop and Full-Scale

o

Statewide Tornado Drill

o

Heart Hospital Full-Scale Evacuation Exercise

o

Pipeline Incident Exercise

o

Avera RTIN Tabletop

o

Airport Tabletop

o

Post Office Biological Detection System Tabletop

o

Department of Homeland Security Improvised
Explosive Device Exercise

o

Red Cross EOC Tabletop

o

Southeast Technical Institute Active Shooter Tabletop
Exercise

Training
o

Advanced Incident Command System 300 Course

o

Advanced Incident Command System 400 Course

o

FEMA Basic Public Information Officer Course

o

FEMA Liaison Officer Course

o

SF Public Schools Reunification Training

o

Depart of Homeland Security Active Shooter
Response Course

o

Pediatric Response Course

o

Situation Unit Leader

o

Social Media Training

o

Storm spotter/severe weather safety training with
National Weather Service for 500 attendees.



Outdoor Warning Sirens: Emergency Management
maintains a system of seventy-seven (77) outdoor
warning sirens to alert the public in the event of
tornadoes threatening the community.

RESPONSE


Limited activation of the City Multi Agency Coordination
Team (MACT) for significant rain/flash flood incident on
August 21, 2017

Regan Smith, Emergency Manager
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Professional Standards
The Professional Standards Division is responsible for

training for all its members, it has an active role in keeping

a broad range of services that support and enable the

residents and visitors safe and prepared to meet needs

mission of Sioux Falls Fire Rescue. These include oversight

in the community. The public access defibrillator (PADs)

of the training center, health and safety program,

program started in 2003 continues to be an important part

Individual Physical Ability Test (IPAT), annual physicals,

of keeping Sioux Falls and other communities Heart Safe,

recruiting, diversity and inclusion, post-incident analysis,

with 782 PADs currently registered in our Sioux Falls area

public information, community partnerships, information

database. A vital component in survivability comes through

technology, and management of the department’s

awareness and training in CPR and AED use; in 2017 3,956

Emergency Medical Services.

individuals were trained through SFFR’s community based
education. In addition, 1,600 kids and adults were trained

Emergency Medical Services (EMS)

in hands-only CPR throughout 2017. The hands-only CPR

EMS related incidents continue to lead SFFR’s emergency

in many other great organizations committed to these

response numbers. With 6,746 EMS calls in 2017, SFFR con-

lifesaving skills. With 2017 being the fifth year as a PulsePoint

tinues to play its part in providing the residents and visitors of

covered community, the addition of the CPR alerting smart

Sioux Falls with life-saving care. SFFR continuously reviews and

phone app has become a valuable component in engaging

monitors how to best provide our medical services and strives

everyday citizens! At the end of 2017, there were 19,559

to develop solutions based on best practices and national

individual PulsePoint followers in the Sioux Falls area with

standards. SFFR works closely with the Regional Emergen-

11,766 individuals having the CPR notification turned on

cy Medical Services Authority (REMSA) and other agencies

and ready to respond. SFFR also became one of only four

to ensure quality EMS care in Sioux Falls. Highlights in 2017

departments in the United States to take part in a pilot

included certification by all members of Sioux Falls Fire Rescue

program where off-duty firefighters sign up as Verified

in Prehospital Trauma Life Support (PHTLS), review of capnog-

Responders within the PulsePoint application to receive

raphy and the use in a BLS service, review and practice deliv-

notification when a sudden cardiac event is happening in

eries of babies in the prehospital setting, and, lastly, we spent

a nearby private home. The Verified Responder is equipped

time on hemorrhage control including wound packing and

with an AED to respond with to speed up the process of

tourniquet use. In order to meet these needs, our two EMS ed-

quick intervention. The pilot program will continue to be

ucators, Amy Marsh and Jeremy Robertson, keep up with not

studied for its effectiveness throughout 2018.

is conducted at numerous events along with partnerships

only training all of SFFR’s EMTs and paramedic level members,
but provide other departments, organizations, and community
members training and support in many EMS, fire, and other

Community

life safety areas. Our two EMS educators are an integral part

SFFR strives to be a community partner in many beneficial

of the training and education of the SFFR members. These

ways. Community service is our business and all areas of the

two EMS educators worked tirelessly to meet and exceed the

department have a community focus. The annual Heroes

requirements of training, public education, certifications and

Behind the Badges blood drive provided a fun and friendly

emergency response for all the members of our organization.

event between SFFR and the Sioux Falls Police Department

In 2017, the educators continued the commitment to provid-

to support the Community Blood Bank and their mission to

ing four structured EMS quarterly drills for all SFFR EMTs. The

ensure enough blood is available for those in need during

topics during the 2017 EMS drills included such areas as:

the holiday season. During the 22nd annual drive, blood



Obstetrics



Capnography



Trauma Care



Prehospital Trauma Life Support (PHTLS)

Not only does SFFR and the EMS division handle medical

donations between both agencies totaled 1,068 units,
with the real winners of the event being the 3,204 patients
positively affected by those donations.

Fire Training
The mission of the Sioux Falls Fire Rescue Training Center is
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to practice and promote excellence in fire service instruction.
The training center is committed to and responsible for
providing relevant, challenging, evidence-based training.
Our service supports the greater mission of Sioux Falls Fire
Rescue and our core values while honoring the traditions
of our past. The training center team is composed of all the
members of the Professional Standards Division. The team
had another outstanding year during 2017 where training
and education was appropriately aligned with current
fire service trends and comprehensive topics. The entire
year of training was diverse in nature and extremely well
received by the members of Sioux Falls Fire Rescue. The
SFFR Training Team is comprised of three training officers:
Captain Todd Lowe, Fire Apparatus Operator Ben Tracy and
Firefighter Jon Randby. EMS Educators Amy Marsh and
Jeremy Robertson are also part of this team. Throughout the
past year they expanded on best practices and produced
innovative 21st century training for the firefighters of Sioux
Falls. Focus was placed on firefighter health and safety along
with building construction with modern materials. Fire
Protective Equipment Technician (FPET) Mike Ackerman
also exceeded expectations and enhanced programs for
personal protective equipment (PPE) cleaning, care, and
maintenance. FPET Ackerman has spearheaded several
enhancements for the health and safety of the SFFR
personnel that align with NFPA 1851 and NFPA 1500. Mike
Ackerman continued to build his program by collaborating
with the firefighters to conduct PPE wear tests, design
materials for marketing and branding the SFFR health
and safety topics, and advancing his cleaning, care and
maintenance programs for the structural gear program. Last
year Ackerman worked diligently to improve the reserve gear
to ensure members were not restricted to wearing dirty gear
after exposures to fires or other harmful byproducts from the

job.
The training team was led by Battalion Chief Michael
Clauson. In 2017, we had one Fire Cadet Academy that
consisted of 14 weeks of education and training. There were
a total of seven cadets who successfully graduated from the
academy to join the ranks of the other members who serve
the residents and visitors of Sioux Falls. Two members of
SFFR traveled to Indianapolis, Indiana, to participate in the
2017 Fire Department Instructor Conference (FDIC) where
they brought back a myriad of training and education ideas,
innovative thinking, and modern firefighting tactics and
strategies for the personnel of the Sioux Falls Fire Rescue
organization. Captain Rocky Foster and Fire Apparatus
Operator Ben Tracy utilized the training and education they
received at FDIC to develop fire drills for the members of
SFFR. Once again, several outside agencies utilized the SFFR
Training Center campus to improve upon their skills for
public safety. Some of these agencies include:


Joe Foss Field Fire Department



Sioux Falls Police Department



Sioux Falls Police Department SWAT



Sioux Falls Police Department K-9



Sioux Falls Police Department Narcotics Officers



Minnehaha County Sheriff’s Department



SD Department of Corrections
Continued on next page
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South Dakota State Fire School (Mitchell, SD)



SD Parole Officers



CRMCS—Accountability Training



SD Air National Guard Fire Department



Leadership Through Difficult Conversations



United States Naval Recruitment Office



LSU Sampling Course



Everyone Goes Home/NFFF Stress First Aid

strategies and tactics, but to enhance the positive



Fire Cadet Academy

relationships that have developed among agencies. The local



Fire Officer II

volunteer fire departments that utilize the SFFR Training



Fire Department Instructors Conference in Indianapolis,

The interagency training has proven to be a significant
benefit for all agencies to not only improve their own

Center campus are:

Indiana



Harrisburg



Drill 1: May Day—RIC activation/Down Firefighter



Hartford



Drill 2: Man vs. Machine



Crooks



Dell Rapids

Health and Safety



Tea

The health and safety of our personnel is the number one

Training and education software continues to improve

priority above all else. SFFR has a dedicated health and

the delivery and tracking of curriculum that is required by

safety committee that meets monthly to address health

the members of SFFR. The Target Solutions training team

and safety issues for the firefighters. Each member brings

came for a one day workshop that showcased several new

a new perspective to the committee with comprehensive

functions that has added value to the SFFR organization

research and information collection from all aspects.

and its members. Several of our required training has been

Battalion Chief Michael Clauson chairs the committee

delivered via Target Solutions, which has improved the

that is comprised of 16 members who are dedicated to

workflow of drill preparation as well as continuity of our

ensuring everyone goes home. Areas of focus in 2017 were

accreditation requirements.

hearing conservation and cancer prevention. Several areas

TRAINING CENTER COURSES
Below is a list of the courses that were delivered at the SFFR
Training Center in 2017.


within the Health and Safety area are being developed to
meet and exceed the national trends in the fire service The
SFFR Health and Safety committee is dedicated to the 16
firefighter life safety initiatives and how SFFR can connect

National Fire Academy: Cultural Competence for Risk

with each of them. SFFR works to remain steadfast to all

Reduction

16 initiatives where specific focus was placed on cultural
change, technology, behavioral health, cancer prevention,



Incident Safety Officer



HAZMAT Tech Train-the-Trainer



HAZMAT Incident Command

diligently to enhance the cleaning, care, and maintenance



HAZMAT Boom Class

of the members PPE. This past year he has cultivated his



4 Lenses Temperament



Fire Apparatus Operator Classroom/Practical



HAZMAT ID Elite certification course

model organization for others to follow.



Fire Instructor II

This past year, Battalion Chief Michael Clauson and



Inspector/Investigator I course



FPSI Promotional Examination Workshop course

hearing protective measures, resiliency, fire station safety,
and research agenda. FPET Ackerman continues to work

professional network with some of the nation’s leading
PPE specialists. This strategic mindset has set SFFR in the
vanguard of PPE cleaning, care and maintenance as a

FPET Mike Ackerman were invited to GORE associates
manufacturing. Several materials that are used in fire
structural gear, gloves, boots and Nomex hoods are

2017 Fire Annual Report
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manufactured at GORE. There were several significant

Research Institute (UL), National Institute for Occupational

outcomes from this trip that have benefited SFFR. FPET

Safety and Health (NIOSH), National Institute of Standards

Ackerman continues to add value to the Fire Protective

and Technology (NIST), Skidmore College, Harvard Medical

Equipment Technician role with his hard work and

School Research, Globe Manufacturing, and the IFSI

dedication to networking within the fire service.

(University of Illinois). This data will be studied and compiled

Battalion Chief Michael Clauson and Firefighter Jordan

for the next white paper that will reveal findings that,

Jacobsen were invited to participate in the 2017 Illinois
Fire Service Institute (IFSI) research project; PPE cleaning
and hood study. The research project is a monumental $1.3
million project funded by the Assistance to Firefighters
Grants (AFG). A total of 30 firefighters from across the nation
were invited to participate in this project. Several leading
research and development agencies made up the research
group such as Underwriters Laboratory Firefighters Safety

without a doubt, will have positive outcomes for fire service
personnel regarding PPE cleaning care and maintenance,
and Nomex hood design and several other health and
safety areas. Throughout the involvement with other fire
teams during the week-long research project, the two SFFR
members built relationships with outside agencies that will
add substantial value to our organization and others in the
health and safety field.
In the later part of 2017, SFFR was awarded a grant through
AFG for Resiliency Training for all members of SFFR.
Beginning in late 2017, Battalion Chief Michael Clauson and
several members within the Health and Safety committee
worked with Evenpulse.com to schedule and develop this
training to meet the needs of SFFR personnel. This is a first of
its kind for SFFR to bring awareness to behavioral issues and
how to work through them utilizing this resiliency training.
The training will be delivered in 2018 during the week of
March 12–16.
Captain Troy Scandin was the recipient of the City of
Sioux Falls 2017 Excellence in Safety Award. This is a
very prestigious award where candidates from all City
departments are nominated. Captain Scandin has been a
significant ambassador for the health and safety committee
for many years. This past year Troy spent five months
working on a Hearing Conservation Program for the SFFR
organization. He conducted a needs assessment and
developed and outlined a strategic plan to get it done.
He presented the goals, objectives and outcomes of the
project that would eventually become a formalized program
and policy. He appropriately conducted a budgetary cost
estimate and requested the necessary funding to support
this research project. He organized the research with
Risk Administration Services (RAS), Occupational Safety
and Health Administration (OSHA), and the National
Fire Protection Association (NFPA) to gather data with
specialized equipment such as a decibel meter. Troy
outlined specific work areas the firefighters work in to
measure noise exposure levels. He meticulously utilized the
Continued on next page
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Time Weighted Average (TWA) of exposure limits to outline
the duration and levels firefighters are exposed to. This
research project will literally save thousands of dollars in
preventable hearing loss and days of work missed.

PEER WELLNESS COACHES

muscle injury potential, improve cardiovascular endurance,
and reduce potential for sudden cardiac incident. This is
a comprehensive assessment that in previous years had
been delivered by an outside agency. Investing in our own
PWC group to deliver the fitness assessments will, without a
doubt, add to the return on investment for SFFR. The PWC
group continues to advance their skills in various topics such

The Peer Wellness Coaches (PWC) had another great year of

as nutrition, assessment and evaluation, basic principles

training and education to build this group to the next level.

of strength training, power lift introduction, patient and

In 2017, this group continued their training and education

equipment handling, and developing an effective program

with an outside expert to instruct the 17-member group

based on your work or department schedule. Core

on several topics, but specifically Tactical Professional

concepts address the rotational ability needed for many

Training that focused on the benefits of a comprehensive

tactical professionals. The PWC is a very loyal group that is

health and wellness program and how it can be a cost-

committed to the long-term sustainability of health and

effective program based on worker compensation and injury

wellness for the SFFR members. Each year the members of

reductions. This past year, the Peer Wellness Coaching Group

SFFR participate in the Safety Stand-Down, which consists

delivered the Fitness Assessments to the SFFR members

of reviewing various assigned topics such as firefighter

where they instructed each member on Functional

near-miss events, specific standard operating procedures,

Movement Screening. This strategy is focused on reducing

administrative policies, rehabilitation protocols, and overall

injuries and empowering each member to improve their

wellness. The SFFR organization adheres to National Fire

cardiovascular endurance and musculoskeletal strength.

Service advancements that relate to health and safety and

The PWC group formed a small working group to team

the 16 Firefighter Life Safety Initiatives. SFFR also improved

up with City IT to develop a Fitness Assessment program
that is electronic and utilized on the station tablets. The
premise of this concept is to better track each member’s
functional movement screening data for their own health
and safety goals. The program will provide SFFR the ability
to collect aggregate data to support reducing joint and

the Individual Physical Ability Test (IPAT) through the
cooperative efforts of the Sioux Falls Firefighters Association,
City of Sioux Falls Human Resources and City Attorney,
Risk Administration Services (RAS), and South Dakota State
University (SDSU). This physical test ensures our current and
future members of SFFR are physically fit and capable of
handling the extensive physical demands
of the career.

PEER SUPPORT TEAM
The SFFR Peer Support Team is comprised
of six members of the department.
These professionals have embraced the
importance of Peer Support for the entire
SFFR organization. They are change
agents who care deeply for each and
every member specifically for their social
and emotional wellbeing. Social and
emotional well-being is one of the five
pillars of well-being that the City of Sioux
Falls has adopted for the health and
safety initiatives. In 2017 the SFFR Peer
Support Team worked with one of the
leading PST leaders in the country. The
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director of the Illinois Peer Support Team
came to Sioux Falls to conduct a two-day
training work shop held at SFFR Station
2. This was a monumental experience
for the Peer Support Team to kick-start
the program for our organization to align
with Firefighter Life Safety Initiative 13;
Firefighters and their families must have
access to counseling and psychological
support.
Initiative 13 means that firefighters and
EMS professionals and their families must
have the resources to deal with the various
complications that their jobs can bring
to their lives, especially issues regarding
emotional and psychological stress. They
must also have help available to deal
with the problems in living that all of us
sometimes face, regardless of the work we
do, especially regarding family, finances, or
even drug and alcohol issues. Health and safety standards
(like the NFPA 1500 Standard on Firefighter Health and
Safety) require that assistance programs be made available
to ensure that such services are there when needed.

objectives for measurable outcomes for SFFR. This has been
an amazing group of people who are dedicated to making
Sioux Falls Fire Rescue one of the most culturally diverse
and collaborative fire departments in the Midwest. This
was a six-day course that was extremely enlightening and

The SFFR Peer Support Team is a force multiplier for the

beneficial for the group to gain a better understanding of

overall health and safety of the department. They have

what cultural competence is and how to apply it in the fire

begun developing policies and procedures for this group to

service.

operate in a capacity that is professional and beneficial to
the men and women of Sioux Fall Fire Rescue.

DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION COMMITTEE

The SFFR Diversity & Inclusion group hosted CAFE@ which
is a chamber group of Hispanic leaders in the community.
This has been a fantastic forum to mingle with and build

The purpose of the group is to enhance awareness of the

long-term working relationships with their group. The group

mission of SFFR for the community and build relationships

focused a lot of their attention on building professional

that meet and exceed the SFFR core values. This group

relationships with various cultural groups within the City

is devoted to learning more about diversity and building

of Sioux Falls. In 2017, they represented at the Festival of

inclusion within the organization as well as outside of the

Cultures, Celebrity Cook-Off at the multi-cultural center,

organization. The year 2017 was another busy year for the

Pride festival at Terrace Park, and several other events to help

Diversity and Inclusion group. This group is comprised of

build cultural competence for risk reduction. The overarching

eight members that bring different perspectives and ideas

mission of these events is to build professional relationships,

that are the foundation for cultural competence for risk

know and understand the different cultural groups in Sioux

reduction. The SFFR Diversity and Inclusion committee

Falls, to introduce ourselves to the New Americans, and to

supported several career day events and education venues

educate and recruit potential members who will add value

throughout the city and state. In 2017, SFFR hosted an

to the organization and to mirror those we serve in the great

NFA course titled Cultural Competence for Risk Reduction.

city of Sioux Falls. We look forward to the opportunities that

This course was a catalyst for the group to build goals and

the coming years will bring for this dynamic group.
Continued on next page
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FIRE CHAPLAIN GROUP
The Chaplain Group is led by Battalion Chief Michael
Clauson. In 2017, two more Chaplains joined the group to

this group is monumental to the mission and values and
is the cornerstone to the continuation of service to one
another and the community.
Local Assistance State Team

boost the number of Chaplains to seven. The SFFR Chaplain

In 2017, Sioux Falls Fire Rescue continued to help build the

Group continues to build capital in membership to align

South Dakota Local Assistance State Team (LAST). This past

with the growth of the organization. The Chaplain Group

year the SD Local Assistance State Team was activated and

consist of seven chaplains: Durwood Clauson, Terry Fraker,

responded to a Line of Duty Death in Presho, SD. The team

Frank Feltis, “Big” Ken Sproles, Deacon James Boorman,

was comprised of three SFFR members, two Rapid City Fire

Martell Spagnolo, and Lyndle DeCamp. This increase in

members, one Rapid Valley Fire member, one member of

Chaplains has proven successful for the span of control

Brookings Fire Department and one Assistant State Fire

during the nonemergency and emergency incidents. The

Marshal. The response went very well with firefighters from

Chaplain Group is passionate about learning the fire service

across the state coming together to help Presho Fire with

way and to meet and build relationships with the members

the tragedy they encountered with their team members.

of SFFR. This is a very devoted group that inspires others and

The mission of the National Fallen Firefighter Foundation

guides them spiritually through the rigorous environment

Local Assistance State Team Program is to provide assistance

of firefighting. Each of the Chaplains serve in a capacity

and comfort to the family and department and help with

that is selfless and nothing short of outstanding. The seven

filing the appropriate documentation for state and local

Chaplains are members of the Federation of Fire Chaplains

benefits. Involvement with a firefighter line-of-duty death is

and are developing a larger group within South Dakota.

one of the toughest and most challenging experiences a fire

Throughout the past year, these members have volunteered

department can face. This program is designed to support

their time to extra education such as peer support training,

the family, fellow firefighters, and department through the

applied suicide intervention skills training (ASIST), mental

ordeal of losing their loved one. SFFR continues to build

health first aid, youth mental health first aid, means

this team of members along with several other firefighters

restriction and the National Fallen Firefighter Foundation,

from across the state of South Dakota are actively working

stress first aid, and many more learning opportunities that

to build the program for the state of South Dakota. The

support our SFFR body. The entire Chaplain group has

LAST team is comprised of a Chief Officer, Peer Support

provided comfort and spiritual support to several of the SFFR

Team members, an honor guard member, chaplains, and a

members during difficult times this past year. The value of

behavioral mental health specialist. This team continues to
prepare for the notifications of a LODD anywhere within the
state of South Dakota. Upon request from a department,
these teams will be deployed to assist the department

The SFFR Fire Chaplain Mission Statement: To give
aid, comfort, and help to firefighters and their families,
and the community; to work toward the betterment
of all areas of the fire and emergency service.
SFFR Fire Chaplain Vision Statement: To serve God,
to aid humanity, our communities, our government,
our religions, our country, and the quality of life.

with all aspects of a line-of-duty death—from helping
with arrangements for a fire department funeral with full
honors to providing emotional support for the family and
department members. Throughout the next several years
the SD LAST team will continue to build this program.

Steve Fessler, Professional Standards
Division Chief
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Personnel Recognition and Changes
RETIREES

FIREFIGHTERS OF THE QUARTER

Scott Gacke.............................................................................................January 18

Mike Schmidt....................................................................................First Quarter

Russ Rensch....................................................................................................May 17

Curt Johnson/Tyler Tjeerdsma.....................................Second Quarter

Robert Vosburg........................................................................... September 11

Jon Randby.......................................................................................Third Quarter

Brad Olson...................................................................................... September 13

David Jensen................................................................................Fourth Quarter

Jeff Martens..................................................................................... November 10

PROMOTIONS
Nathan Fluit, Fire Apparatus Operator..............................January 16

FIREFIGHTER OF THE YEAR
David Jensen

Bo Mortensen, Fire Captain........................................................January 16
Brad Goodroad, Fire Chief..................................................................June 12
Terry Willis, Fire Apparatus Operator.............................................. July 3

CREW OF THE YEAR
Dan Hartmann, Cole Beckman, and Denny Matthews

Greg Lacey, Fire Captain........................................................................... July 3
Brian Christiaansen, Battalion Chief................................................ July 3
Steve Fessler, Division Chief................................................................... July 3

VFW FIREFIGHTER OF THE YEAR
Troy Scandin

DJ Skiles, Fire Captain............................................................ September 11
Jay McManigal, Fire Apparatus Operator............... September 11
Nathan Strasser, Fire Apparatus Operator............. September 11
Jeremy Hill, Fire Apparatus Operator............................. November 6
Jason Marzolf, Fire Captain..................................................... November 6

RESIGNED

VFW EMT OF THE YEAR
Patrick Duffy

AMERICAN LEGION FIREFIGHTER OF THE YEAR
Troy Scandin

Frank Feltis, Chaplain............................................................................. April 21

TERMINATED
James Sideras................................................................................................... May 2
Kurtis Brown..................................................................................... September 5
Nathan Christensen.........................................................................October 12

NEW EMPLOYEES
Kurtis Brown................................................................................................August 7
Christopher Lohan..................................................................................August 7
Zachary Morgan.......................................................................................August 7
Dylan Clark...................................................................................................August 7
Stephanie Eggink....................................................................................August 7
Tony Hanssen..............................................................................................August 7
Eric Engberg................................................................................................August 7
Brittany Carman.......................................................................................August 7
Nathan Christensen...............................................................................August 7

AMERICAN LEGION EMT OF THE YEAR
Patrick Duffy

EMPLOYEE OF THE YEAR SAFETY AWARD NOMINEE/WINNER
Troy Scandin

V.L. CRUSINBERRY AWARD NOMINEE/WINNER
Michael Gramlick

JEANNE FULLENKAMP AWARD NOMINEE
Jeff Helm
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Personnel
Ackerman, Mike............................................FPET

Deck, Darryn......................................................MFF

Alberico, Stephen................................................FI

Dieren, Eric............................................................. FF

Alvey, Jon................................................................. FF

Dirksen, Harlan................................................FAO

Anderson, Scott............................................ Capt

Donelan, Patrick........................................... Capt

Ashley, Matthew................................................. FF

Dose, Shawn............................................................FI

Backer, Kurt........................................................MFF

Douglas, Matthew............................................. FF

Baier, Andrew................................................. Capt

Duffy, Patrick.....................................................FAO

Balzer, Todd.......................................................MFF

Dulaney, Garett............................................. Capt

Bartz, Eric.............................................................FAO

Dykstra, Robert.............................................. Capt

Havlovic, Michael...................................... MFAO

Bauers, Michael...............................................FAO

Eggink, Stephanie............................................. FF

Helm, Jeff................................................................DC

Beckman, Cole.................................................MM

Enalls, Harvey........................................................ FF

Herrboldt, Kent...............................................FAO

Bivens, Anthony.................................................. FF

Engberg, Eric......................................................... FF

Herther, Adam..................................................... FF

Boden, Andrew...............................................FAO

Engdahl, Eric................................................... Capt

Hill, Jeremy.........................................................FAO

Boe, Trent........................................................... Capt

Evertse, Mitchell.................................................. FF

HIll, Matthew......................................................... FF

Boorman, James.........................................Chap

Farland, Randy............................................... Capt

Hilsenroth, Jr, Donald..................................... FF

Bosler, William..................................................... FF

Farsdale, Ryan...................................................... FF

Hoekman, Timothy......................................FAO

Brannen, Payton................................................. FF

Fedders, Tim......................................................FAO

Hofer, Chris............................................................. FF

Brown, Kurtis......................................................... FF

Feltis, Frank......................................................Chap

Irsfeld, Christopher..................................... Capt

Brunette, Steven................................................BC

Fessler, Steven.....................................................DC

Isaak, Michael...................................................FAO

Bukovich, Mark...................................................BC

Fischer, John......................................................... FF

Jacobsen, Jordan............................................... FF

Burdick, Guy......................................................FAO

Flannery, Robbie................................................ FF

Jensen, David.................................................. Capt

Buys, Nathan......................................................... FF

Fluit, Nathan......................................................FAO

Johnson, Curtis......................................................FI

Carlson, Heather........................................... Capt

Foster, Rocky................................................... Capt

Kaffar, Patrick........................................................ FF

Carman, Brittany................................................ FF

Fraker, Terry.....................................................Chap

Kolda, Kyle.............................................................. FF

Caven, Sara...................................................... Clerk

Frick, Adam............................................................ FF

Koolmo, Graham............................................FAO

Christensen, Nathan........................................ FF

Funke, Joseph...................................................... FF

Koopman, Michael..................................... Capt

Christensen, Robert.....................................FAO

Gacke, Scott..................................................... Capt

Kringstad, Brian............................................ Capt

Christiaansen, Brian........................................BC

Galbreath, Shannon..........................................FI

Kurvink, Nicholas............................................... FF

Clark, Dennis......................................................FPE

Gilmour, Garret................................................MFF

Lacey, William................................................. Capt

Clark, Dylan............................................................ FF

Goodroad, Brad............................................ Chief

Langenfeld, Luke................................................ FF

Clarke, Jason.......................................................... FF

Gortmaker, Joy.....................................................FA

Lanier, Dean..........................................................FM

Clauson, Michael...............................................BC

Gramlick, Michael........................................ Capt

Lehr, Ryan................................................................ FF

Clauson, Woody...........................................Chap

Greer, Shawn......................................................... FF

Limesand, Ryan...............................................FAO

Cory, Johnathan.............................................FAO

Groen, Josh............................................................. FF

Lohan, Chris........................................................... FF

Cox, Darin................................................................. FF

Haiar, James.................................................... Capt

Lowe, Todd........................................................ Capt

Cox, Ryan............................................................ Capt

Hallstrom, Allen............................................ Capt

Luebke, Dustin..................................................... FF

Davis, Ryan........................................................ Capt

Hanson, Anthony............................................... FF

Luther, Nick...................................................... Capt

DeBoer, Clint................................................... Capt

Hanssen, Tony....................................................... FF

Maag, Barry..............................................................FI

DeCamp, Lyndle..........................................Chap

Hartmann, Daniel...........................................MM

MacArthur, Kathy.................................Temp Cl
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March, Daniel....................................................FAO

Powers, James....................................................BC

Spagnolo, Martell.......................................Chap

Marsh, Amy........................................................ EMS

Pugliese, Travis..................................................... FF

Sproles, Ken....................................................Chap

Martens, Jeff......................................................FAO

Rahm, James........................................................ FF

Stancer, Brendan............................................... FF

Marzolf, Jason................................................. Capt

Randby, Jon........................................................... FF

Stark, Ian................................................................... FF

Matthews, Denny............................................MM

Rangel, Kirk........................................................FAO

Strasser, Nathan..............................................FAO

Mattson, Steven..............................................FAO

Rauk, Ryan.............................................................. FF

Stratmeyer, Paul.............................................FAO

Mayfield, Colt........................................................ FF

Reel, Thomas.....................................................FAO

Strom, Reed.......................................................FAO

McAreavey, Matthew......................................BC

Rensch, Russ......................................................... FF

Sunde, David.....................................................FAO

McGuire, Kevin.................................................FAO

Ridge II, John.................................................. Capt

Talley, David..................................................... Capt

McManigal, Jay................................................FAO

Rieland, Scott...................................................FAO

Thier, Michael.................................................. Capt

McNamara, Andrew........................................ FF

Robertson, Jeremy....................................... EMS

Thom, Travis...........................................................BC

Medema, Doug............................................. Capt

Ruml, Nathan................................................. Capt

Titus, Jay...................................................................DC

Meier, Michael..................................................FAO

Sanders, Jonathan............................................ FF

Tjeerdsma, Tyler....................................................FI

Menage, Scott..................................................FAO

Scandin, Troy................................................... Capt

Top, Michael.................................................. BC E/I

Milner, Cameron................................................. FF

Scherbring, Christopher............................... FF

Tracy, Benjamin..............................................FAO

Morgan, Zachary................................................ FF

Schillerstrom, Timothy............................ Capt

Van Beek, Jason..............................................MFF

Mortensen, Bo................................................ Capt

Schmidt, Michael................................................FI

Van Beek, Rachel...........................................FAO

Mulder, Wade................................................. Capt

Schneider, Dan.............................................. Capt

Van Gundy, Brook............................................. FF

Murphy, Kyle.......................................................... FF

Schnetter, Troy.................................................FAO

Van Riesen, Grant........................................ Capt

Murphy, Michael........................................... Capt

Schons, Timothy.............................................MFF

Van Zee, Jeff.......................................................... FF

Murphy, Neal......................................................... FF

Schroeder, Adam............................................... FF

Vanden Top, Matthew.................................... FF

Mydland, Matthew............................................ FF

Schultz, Carla.......................................................AA

Vosburg, Bradley............................................FAO

Neeb, Linda..................................................... Clerk

Seten, John.................................................... MFAO

Vosburg, Cody...................................................... FF

Neises, Jarud................................................... Capt

Sharpe, Garrett.................................................... FF

Vosburg, Robert............................................ Capt

Nelsen, Terry.................................................... Capt

Sideras, James.....................................................FC

Voth, Kristian......................................................... FF

Nelson, Darres...................................................... FF

Siebenahler, Jordan......................................... FF

Wagner, Daniel................................................FAO

Nugteren, Timothy.......................................FAO

Skiles, Daniel................................................... Capt

Wagner, John..........................................................FI

Nusbaum, Adam................................................ FF

Skoglund, Christopher...............................FAO

Wall, Andrew......................................................... FF

O’Hara, Todd......................................................FAO

Skuza, Richard.................................................FAO

Wallace, David...................................................... FF

Olson, Anthony.................................................... FF

Small, Robert........................................................ FF

Ward, Kendall................................................. Capt

Olson, Bradley................................................ Capt

Smidt, Luke............................................................ FF

Weber, Shannon................................................. FF

Olson, Mark............................................................. FF

Smith, Charles........................................................FI

Weisenburger, Zachary................................. FF

Olson, Michael..................................................... FF

Smith, Cody............................................................ FF

Welbig, Timothy..............................................FAO

Orth, Conley.......................................................FAO

Smith, Jeremy...................................................... FF

Wentz, Russell...................................................... FF

Paszkiewicz, Phillip.......................................... FF

Smith, Joshua................................................. Capt

Willert, Travis......................................................FAO

Petersen, David............................................. Capt

Smith, Regan...................................................... EM

Willis, Terry..........................................................FAO

Peterson, Bradley...........................................FAO

Sona, Kevin....................................................... Capt

Wilson, Michael................................................... FF
Wold, Randy......................................................MFF

Peterson, Jackson..........................................FAO
Pontrelli, Mitchell............................................... FF
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Young, Chad.......................................................... FF
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Proposed Fire Stations

Fire Training Center

271ST ST

Current City Limits
January 30, 2018

Fire Stations and Training Center

No. 1

No. 6

No. 10

No. 2

No. 7

No. 11

No. 3

No. 8

Training Center

No. 4

No. 9

Training Tower

No. 5
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Sioux Falls Fire Rescue Values
RESPECT
 For yourself and the profession
 For all life
 For diversity
INTEGRITY
 Do the right thing, always and
everywhere
 Ethical, moral and honest
SERVICE
 Answer the needs of our community
 Commitment to our organization
and community
 Embrace the job
 Professionalism
EXCELLENCE
 Safety
 Teamwork
 Proficiency
 Innovation
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